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Summary
Three data sets of 13 speakers each are analysed using the elicitation phase of the Repertory Grid Technique in order to identify vocal perceptual dimensions of non-expert listeners. Sentences read by female and male speakers of German (Phondat 1 corpus) and by male Australian English speakers (AusTalk corpus) have been rated on (dis)similarity by same-sex listeners using triples. Applying a balanced incomplete design proposed for the Repertory Grid Technique, frequencies of dissimilar pairs are transformed into distance measures using non-metrical multidimensional scaling. For both German data sets, three dimensions describing the speaker differences are found, whereas for the Australian data, we found four dimensions. By inspecting the individual labels given to extreme stimuli on each dimension, the authors subjectively named the respective dimension. Identical names for similar dimensions were avoided on purpose, aiming at reflecting each connotation best without inferring identity. The names are “calmness”, “factual”, and “naturalness” for German men; “tension”, “positive timbre”, and “maturity” for women; and “pitch”, “remarkable timbre&voice”, “emotion”, and a fourth unnamed one for Australian men. Although an exact match cannot be supposed, there are strong similarities between dimensions from the different data sets (factual/tension/emotion, naturalness/maturity, timbre/timbre&voice). A smaller pretest supports these findings. Overall, the dimensions observed are found to be more complex and person-related than typically described in literature. These results add to the current state of research in perceptual dimensions of non-experts, and represent a foundation for developing a questionnaire to assess listeners’ impressions.
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1. Introduction
The impression of speakers’ voices has fascinated people for a long time. Although people try to estimate relevant speaker traits and states when listening to unacquainted persons, describing the voice itself, which carries such information, is a topic of its own. As the first impression is typically assumed to be important for estimating the social relevance of the speaker, the vocal attributes causing this impression of person might be unconscious until explicitly asked for. But still, descriptions of voice quality and speaking style are frequently referred to – and thus made conscious – for instance in newspaper reports on politicians’ speeches or even in literature. In paralinguistic research, e.g. on externalization and attribution of personality or affect, or on inter-personal relationships, such vocal descriptions are used to represent listeners’ perception. By following the Brunswikian lens model [1], such ratings are applied to systematically study the relation between listeners’ attributions and acoustic features [2, 3].

However, there is no consensus on the dimensions commonly perceived when confronted with unacquainted speakers. For trained voice professionals, schemata do exist to categorize and label for example voice quality and articulatory settings [4] or speech pathologies [5]. For non-experts, who lack profound knowledge on articulation, however, various different questionnaires or rating schemes have been proposed to collect user impressions in experiments [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], typically stimulated by natural inter-speaker variation like a low versus a high pitched voice. Despite such data and instruments available, the common ground is not very satisfying. This is especially true for assumed dimensions of voice quality and timbre (cf. Section 2).

According to Laver [11], impressionistic labels typically used by non-experts are holistic, often refer to similar impressions, and thus exist in large numbers, compare e.g., “warm–cold”, ”full–thin”, and ”dark–bright”. Critical issues arising from the usage of such labels in pre-defined questionnaires concern the possibility of not representing perceptual dimensions well or that the interpretation of items depend on grouping and ordering [12].

Accordingly, the difference between voice experts and non-experts originates in perceptual training, knowledge
of articulatory processes and an agreed upon naming scheme for labelling. An approach circumventing the issues of pre-defined questionnaires for non-experts is to collect listeners’ impression of speakers without labels at all. This is usually done by directly comparing stimuli to collect similarity measures, which are analysed subsequently by multidimensional scaling (MDS) to extract the most relevant dimensions. Prominent examples are studying sound impressions [13], speech pathologies [14], acoustic correlates of voice quality differences [15], and speech transmission degradations [16]. As a limitation of this approach, the resulting dimensions are difficult to interpret. Also, collecting such measures is a very time-consuming method compared to questionnaires, as a large number of combinations of speakers’ stimuli have to be presented, and this method is usually limited to only the most salient feature(s).

Vocal dimensions might be highly culturally dependent, as language or peer-group specific characteristics may be perceived as quite salient for one group of listeners, but barely noteworthy for others. As an example, the recent trend of young, “upwardly mobile” females in the U.S. to increasingly produce creaky voice [17] is considered as very familiar to younger people with a similar social background. However, it is highly salient (and evaluated negatively [18]) for other groups in the US, for example, older adults [19, 20].

After presenting related work in the following section, a pre-test and three studies are reported (two with male and one with female speakers).

2. Related Work

There is no coherent body of results concerning perceptual dimensions for spoken voice characterizations. Although the ranking of such dimensions will naturally depend on speaker selection [21], the dimensions found so far apparently do also depend on the kind of stimulus (segment, sentence, and paragraph), as e.g. single vowels emphasize the relevance of formant frequencies and lack temporal information [22]. Also, speech pathologies [23, 14] and gender [23, 22] constitute major perceptual categories, and perceptual dimensions may be different for male and female speakers or listeners. In this section, we concentrate on sentences or paragraphs as stimulus material, and neglect smaller segments for the sake of validity of global dimensions.

Most studies aiming at perceptual dimensions of speakers’ voices have used questionnaires, subsequently analysing the data with factor analysis. As the dimensions found are not consistent, results of relevant studies are presented here successively, starting with studies applying questionnaires before reporting those studies that apply similarity measures.

2.1. Studies applying questionnaires

In an early study with 32 subjects, four dimensions have been reported for 16 male speakers uttering sentences [24]. These are 1: clarity, 2: roughness, 3: magnitude, and 4: animation. The gender of the listeners has not been reported.

Using visual analogue scales to assess vocal impressions only, paragraphs uttered by 35 male teachers and 36 male actors in a normal loudness condition and judged by (prospective) voice therapists resulted in four dimensions, named as 1: variation and sonority, 2: irregularity, 3: degree of noise, and 4: phonatory effort [25].

In [26], the dimensions 1: relaxed, 2: dynamic, 3: dark, 4: unremarkable, 5: professional, and 6: fluent are reported, based on data from 46 participants rating five male and five female speakers’ utterances.

An earlier approach similarly employed stimuli of five male and five female speakers and a comprehensive questionnaire, but presented them to 235, mostly female listeners who were students of, e.g., speech therapy. This study yielded 5 dimensions: 1: melodiousness, 2: articulation, 3: voice quality / timbre, 4: pitch, and 5: tempo. Dimension 1 related to voice appreciation, and Dimension 2 related to perceived self-confidence [27].

Scherer [9] assessed vocal percepts of one-minute collections of three 20 sec. samples from a jury discussion. The 31 German and 28 US-English male speakers recorded, each had to rate their own samples and let them be rated by three peers of their own choice. The voice qualities pleasantness, resonance, depths, breathiness, warmth, thinness, pitch, and the speech characteristics precision, rate, sloppiness, rhythm, affection, and regularity were found.

2.2. Studies applying direct comparisons

In their comprehensive first chapter, Kreiman and Sidtis [21] conclude that there are no satisfying results for “independent and valid” factors for voice characterization and they stress the important finding of listeners’/raters’ idiosyncrasy as reported by Voiers [24]. They argue that there seems to be no “common perceptual space” for listeners based on results presented of 80 male and 80 female speakers being rated separately on dissimilarity in pairs by eight experts each on the basis of vowel recordings [14]. However, their stimuli included highly pathological voices and used sustained vowels as material. As a result of individual dimension reduction, speakers were rather placed in highly individual clusters in the dissimilarity space, than spread out evenly and consistently. Subsequently, a conceptual framework was compiled in order to increase reliability for expert voice assessments for clinical purposes, taking into account for example the inclusion of external references [28]. For our purpose of studying listeners percepts instead of clinical diagnostics, analysing reliability is likewise important, but the reported degree of, e.g. intra-class-correlation (ICC) between .55-.85 is considered as sufficient concordance for further calculation, i.e. aggregating subjective data for dimension reduction.

The study by [14] is a typical example of the identification of perceptual dimensions based on dissimilarity measures for pairs of stimuli instead of rating each stimulus separately on a questionnaire. Their use of sustained
vowels as stimuli aligns with the majority of studies using paired comparisons (cf. [29]). And typically, too, acoustic correlates of speaker distances are provided as potential acoustic causes for listeners’ impressions. Such acoustic correlates may be considered only as a first hint for identification.

However, there are also some studies using sentences or phrases instead of vowels. For sentences or phrases as stimuli, five dimensions were found in [15]. They asked ten male and ten female listeners to rate 15 male voices on a 9pt scale. The dimensions correlated with acoustic measures of 1: average fundamental frequency (F0), and 2–4: the formants F3, F2, and F1 of the vowels, respectively. For Dimension 5 no correlation could be found.

For whole passages read by 20 males, the dimensions 1: pitch and effort and 2: hoarseness were found for ten, mostly female, experts [22]. The third dimension correlated with the difference between F2 and F1, whereas the fourth dimension could not be interpreted. A similar solution for 20 females is reported as 1: effort and nasality, 2: pitch, 3: duration, 4: no interpretation.

In the last study to be reported here, 24 participants (dis)similarity of stimuli from 22 male speakers [30]. Based on expert opinion of five phoneticians, and additional acoustic measures, the resulting four dimensions were named 1: perceived masculinity, 2: creakiness, 3: variability, and 4: mood. The first dimension is, amongst others, related to “pleasant”, “low”, “relaxed”, and “heavy” attributes.

2.3. Summary

From the selection of studies presented, it becomes evident that the experimental conditions of speaker’s gender, speaker’s regional background, and speech pathologies are usually controlled for, as these aspects are known to be attributed to voices and therefore are quite consistently included in the rating schemes [31, 32]. Before summarizing the remaining dimensions in detail, other aspects of the presented studies have to be commented on: Although fluency is perceived by listeners and consequently used to attribute proficiency [33], speakers’ expertise in speaking relating to the impression of fluency and pronunciation precision is not always reported. Exceptions from this are Bele [25], who recruited teachers and actors to ensure variability in proficiency by design, and Voiers [24], who implied to have recruited non-professional speakers. The gender of listeners does not seem to play an important role [27] and also is not always reported. Another issue with some of the studies is that participants often are students of relevant speech related disciplines, and thus deviate from mainstream naïve listeners in at least having an inclination for the field. Also, there is an imbalance towards male voices. Lastly, there are implicit and explicit differences in the definitions of the actual aspects to be studied: Some studies apparently aim at (phonetically defined) voice quality, others at the “common” voice, i.e. voice, speaking style, and pronunciation [27]. Like the latter, the authors want to study the broad perceptual impressions of non-experts, and choose sentences for material, while controlling for obvious disfluencies.

Whereas for pathological voices it was hard to find common perceptual dimensions [21], there are dimensions for “normal” voices (here defined as not deliberately pathological ones) frequently occurring based on this rich, but quite diverse body of results. Also, consensus between listeners can be regarded as sufficient for at least some perceptual dimensions. Thus, the aim is to distinguish such percepts with reasonable consensus from idiosyncrasies. To do this, Table I summarizes the individual studies by categorizing the dimensions found and by listing the number of occurrences of dimensions. The reader might disagree on individual decisions of mapping assumedly related results to the same category, as these are not empirically founded. For example, instead of considering harshness as result of Vocal Effort, it also might be subsumed with other aspects of voice quality. Likewise, resonance might also fit to Timbre [34]. But these categories represent an abstraction process during the work on related studies and support the comparative analysis of their results.

In the following overview, two studies that have been mentioned above are excluded because they applied expert schemes on the basis of well-defined phonetic dimensions, instead of recruiting non-experts [14, 25]. As most studies relied on male speakers the dimensions found may not be generalized with respect to gender.

---

Table I. Dimensions found in related work and mapped to categories. 1: Masculinity may also be assigned to effort or timbre. 2: With the meaning of swift. 3: This dimension reflects “brightness” and is therefore better assigned to Timbre instead of Voice Quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Terms used for dimensions/factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Pitch</td>
<td>pitch [27, 22, 15, 9, 31], masculinity [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonation</td>
<td>melodiousness [27], variability [30, 26], sloppy [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm</td>
<td>rhythm [9], regularity [9], fluent [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo</td>
<td>tempo [27], duration [22, 31], rate [9], animation [24], dynamic [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>articulatory quality [27], precision [9], clarity [24], professional [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timbre</td>
<td>voice quality [27], magnitude [24], dark [26], depth, warmth, thinness, sharpness, bloom, flatness, dryness, nasality [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice Quality</td>
<td>creakiness [30], hoarseness [22, 9], unremarkable [26], resonance, roughness, breathiness [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal Effort</td>
<td>effort [22, 31], harshness [9], loudness [9], relaxed [26], affectation [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
Based on the data illustrated in Table I, we argue that the prosodic features of Average Pitch and Tempo represent established perceptual concepts. Other frequently occurring dimensions are related to the categories Pronunciation (articulatory precision), Vocal Effort, Intonation (melodiousness/activity), Voice Quality (laryngeal settings), and Timbre.

It becomes obvious that there is a mismatch in complexity: The first dimension found in [30] is named masculinity, for example, and is actually an evaluation related to a “relaxed”, “dark” and “low-pitched” voice of male speakers. A connectivity between a “low” voice (Pitch) and a “dark” voice (Timbre) has also been found [26] and can be physiologically grounded in cases of other variables kept constant (e.g. muscular tension). Another example for such an evaluative dimension is Scherer’s first factor pleasantness including e.g. “clear” and “melodic”, although there are separate factors of precision and sloppiness [9]. In contrast, Timbre is a parently a superordinate category for multiple perceptual impressions.

As a last comment it shall be noted here that the category of Voice Quality comprises conflicting results: The questionnaire labels “breathy”, “creaky”, “hoarse” (and “nasal”) load on a single factor in [26], leading to a general impression of remarkable voices, while the factors of hoarseness, roughness and breathiness could be distinguished in [9].

In order to resolve the conflicting and unclear results, especially for the categories Timbre, Voice Quality, and Rhythm, this paper presents new empirical evidence for perceptual dimensions. Following the introductory critique on long item sets in questionnaires, a method of direct comparison has been chosen. Enriching this approach by asking for individual, subjective labels a posteriori provides first indicators to identify the extracted dimensions and to choose appropriate acoustic measures at a later stage. To identify which perceptual dimensions occur frequently, we applied this method on four data sets:

As the first set has already been presented elsewhere [35], the results are described only briefly in this section. Also, the subsequent improvements in the procedure and design for the main experiments are explained here. It is a rather small data set of German speech that illustrates the procedure and the dimensions identified support the findings of the main experiments. The three larger studies are presented in detail later on: two German ones (males and females), and also one with male Australian English speakers for a cross-linguistic comparison.

From a public database, nine sentences from five male and five female speakers were rated on binary similarity in triples with identical sentences within each triple, and applying a complete design (i.e. all combinations of the five speakers for each gender). The sentences were randomly assigned to each triple to avoid boredom. For these ten speakers, the two resulting dimensions for each gender correlate strongly with factors for the same speakers, but different listeners, obtained from a questionnaire, namely 1: likeability and activity, 2: attractiveness for male speakers, and for female speakers Dimension 1: likeability and dominance, and Dimension 2: proficiency. Labels were not analysed for naming of the dimensions. The most striking result is that only proficiency relates to voice and speaking style descriptions and comprises for example pronunciation precision, whereas likeability, attractiveness, and activity relate to speaker attributes that have been assessed on a separate part on the questionnaire. Either the listeners separated the speakers on their person attributions inferred by acoustic/phonetic features, or those acoustic/phonetic features that are relevant and correlated to the person attribution were not covered properly by the questionnaire. The dimensions obtained are certainly not exhaustive, as there were only five speakers presented for each sex. One undesired, but frequently occurring class of free text labels was related to sentence stress positioning. This was considered as database artefact due to the isolated reading condition during recording of the database. As a consequence, the procedure was modified for the following studies by a) recruiting same-sex listeners to potentially reduce the occurrences of labels related to attractiveness, b) advising the participants to neglect sentence stress positioning, and c) analysing the labels for dimension naming instead of conducting a separate experiment with an external questionnaire.

3. Procedure of the main studies

The method applied is the Repertory Grid Technique used to analyse personal constructs [36], now widely used, e.g. for characterization of sounds [37], stuttering [38], or user interface evaluation [39]. The first phase of such a Repertory Grid Technique is called the elicitation phase, as it uses the binary similarity ratings of triples of stimuli to elicit individual descriptors representing the constructs. This elicitation phase has also been applied for all four studies presented here: Triples of stimuli from separate speakers are presented to the listener, who is asked to identify the pair of voices (stimuli) most similar to each other, in contrast to the third (dissimilar) stimulus. After that, the listener must describe in her own words (free text field) the similarity for the chosen pair (e.g., both “fast”), and how that pair differs from the third stimulus (e.g., “slow”), thus eliciting a pair of (assume d) opposite attributes for each triple (Figure 1). Furthermore, the listeners had to indicate whether the first attribute of the pair was considered negative, positive, or neutral.

The assumed benefit of such triples, compared to a paired stimulus presentation with a distance measure, is its independence from external references, i.e. expected variety in speakers or order of presented pairs, since the reference is provided within the triple. Based on the experience from the pre-test, listeners were told to ignore sentence stress differences, as the stimuli were read. They also were asked to avoid labels referring to speaker traits or states, such as emotion, attitude, or age. Instead, they were asked to concentrate on voice and speaking style.
As the experiment was designed to last one hour in order to avoid fatigue, a balanced incomplete block design for 13 speakers with 52 triples was chosen [40]. This incomplete design reduces the number of triples considerably, as a full design requires \( \frac{n!}{k!(n-k)!} \) triples, which would result in 286 instead of 52 triples for 13 speakers. The validation of several incomplete designs with two different sets of English words shows sufficient reliability in [40], provided the number of word pairs occurs more than once (\( \lambda > 1 \)).

With the incomplete design applied in this paper, each speaker occurred 12 times, and every pairing of speakers appeared twice (\( \lambda = 2 \)), each with a different third speaker within the triple. The sentence content was identical for each stimulus, but varied between triples, in order to avoid boredom, so 12 different stimuli were required for each speaker. One complete session took about one hour, with typically 50–55 min. for the main task.

The (de)briefing took about two minutes. The same procedure was applied for each of the three sets of speakers and listeners. Each set was grouped for gender and language, in order to reduce i.e. cross-gender effects: male German, female German and male Australian English speakers.

4. Material and Participants

For all three experiments, 13 speakers were selected from available databases of read speech, providing two sentences for each speaker. 15 same-sex listeners were recruited for each trial. The sentence selection was dominated by finding a set for each trial exhibiting no obvious repairs or pronunciation errors while still providing the same sentences within each triple for the combinations required by the incomplete design. This drastically restricted the available speakers.

For the German data, read utterances from the Phondat 1 database are used [41]. The Phondat 1 utterances are short German sentences with a length of one intonation phrase and everyday semantic content such as “A farmer is working on his field” (translation by the authors). From a pool of 406 sentences 13 male and 13 female speakers were selected. Speakers’ information is not available, but the male listeners were aged 22–46 (M = 29.8, SD = 7.66) and the female listeners 21–36 (M = 27.3, SD = 4.25). No listener had a background in psychology, phonetics, or the like. They were paid for their contribution and were given AKG K-601 headphones for playback.

For the Australian experiment, data from the AusTalk database was used [42]. From this diversified database, read sentences were chosen. From 59 sentences provided, 54 sentences were selected. Although the sentence content implies more bias than the German sentences (e.g. “Troy flicks through a yuppy magazine when he got the chance.”), all recordings sound quite matter-of-fact to the authors. As the listening participants were to be recruited from the Sydney region, male speakers from one of the three AusTalk Sydney recordings sites were selected. There were 15 male listeners (aged 18–44, M = 26.7, SD = 6.39) who all fulfilled the requirements defined earlier for the AusTalk speaker selection, namely having attended school only in Australia until the age of 18, and thus being Australian English speakers but not necessarily born in Australia, in order to represent the heterogeneous background of Australian people. All received either credit points or were paid for their contribution and used Sennheiser HD 650.

All utterances had been normalized in level to prevent loudness adjustments after training, but no further manipulation was conducted, as a holistic perception of voice and speaking style should not be inhibited. The sequences of triples were randomized in order to create individual playlists for each participant. Thus, comparison of the pairs chosen from each triple can be conducted to assess reliability. One additional triple, based on one additional sentence and three speakers who were not part of the actual test, was used for training.

5. Results

As an indicator of consistency between the participants’ choices, the percentage of the mode was chosen, i.e. how many of the participants chose the most frequently selected pair for each triple. It is on average 62% (40%–93%) for German males and 62% (33%–100%) for German females, compared to a chance level of 33%. For the Australian men it is 61% (40%–93%). According to Fleiss’ kappa value, there is “slight agreement” (\( \kappa = .201 \)) for the German male group, “fair agreement” (\( \kappa = .225 \)) for the German female group, and “slight agreement” (\( \kappa = .194 \)) for the Australian men.

5.1. Dissimilarity Ratings

Data was aggregated for each speaker to abstract from sentence differences in order to concentrate on speaker dif-
ferences. The distance between speakers for each of the three experiments was calculated by using the frequencies of dissimilar pairs. As the design did not include all possible combinations, applying non-metrical MDS on these distances was considered more appropriate than assuming Euclidean distances (executing monoMDS with the metaMDS R-package in order to find a stable solution). The results are presented for each data set.

Scree plots of the stress-1 values are evaluated to determine the number of dimensions [43]. As the performance values seem to converge and drop below a stress of .20 (stress for males: .124; stress for females: .128), as solution with three dimensions was chosen for both German sets. The Australian data is different, as there is one pronounced “elbow” favouring four dimensions (stress for Australian men: .050). Please see Figure 2 for the distances depicted for the first two dimensions separating the speakers for each data set.

5.2. Analysis of Individual Labels

The labels provided by the listeners were inspected for each dimension (translations of German labels given were translated by the authors). The main observation is that listeners did not restrict themselves to labels describing or valuing vocal features. Despite the instructions, they also inferred speaker states and speaker traits related to emotions or personality. This is in line with the behaviour reported in [11] and with theories explaining attribution of personality based on (and in this case applied to verbal) first impressions [44]. Given our previous experience obtained in the pre-test, we instructed the participants to avoid labels referring to emotion, attitude, or age, and to use only labels for stress if a speaker sounded very unnatural, as sentence stress differences may occur due to the reading situation of the recordings. However, this did not prevent a number of labels related to stress or the speaker states/traits.

In order to identify the dimensions found, the most extreme speakers were chosen: six for each dimension of the German data, and four for each dimension of the Australian data. In the latter case, choosing six speakers would have resulted in using far too many speaker pairs. From these six/four speakers, labels for all possible nine/four pairs were selected to represent maximum differences on this particular dimension, and as far as possible simultaneously exhibiting only minor differences in the other dimensions (Figure 2). Please recall that the labels associated to these pairings of extreme speakers are actually describing triples, as the assigned labels also refer to a third stimulus rated as similar to one of these two extreme stimuli. Therefore, actually all stimuli are included in this qualitative analysis, while labels for the most extreme ones are taken into account more frequently. There are 15 listeners multiplied with nine/four speaker pairs with two occurrences of each pair (λ = 2), resulting in a maximum of 270/120 labels per dimension. As you can see in Tables II–IV, the difference between the numbers of labels for the
German and Australian data is actually not that strong, as labels were disregarded if the selected similarity included two speakers from opposite ends of the dimension. This is often due to the third stimulus belonging to an extreme speaker as well.

The perceptual dimensions for the German women are named tension, positive timbre, and maturity, and those for the German men calmness, factual, and naturalness. The dimensions for the male Australian speakers are called low pitch, remarkable timbre&voice, and emotion, with an unnamed fourth dimension. The naming has been conducted with caution, and therefore the relationship of Unnamed to proficiency is not reflected due to sparse evidence. Likewise, all similarities between dimensions are presented in the Discussion, instead of overstressing similarity by choosing identical names. All names refer to the positive end of the scale.

To provide a systematic approach with a qualitative analysis of the labels, label pairs from these extreme pairs were clustered manually and categorized. Only a few labels lacking descriptive power were excluded (e.g. “similar vs. different pitch” instead of “high vs. low pitch”). The categories used are the ones from Table I. In cases of multi-category labels (e.g. “low–bright”, “fluent–slow”, “articulate–fast”, “monotone–many accents”), the label describing the similarity was used for classifying, except for the case of it being a speaker trait or speaker state. In such a case, the non-speaker-related category was chosen (e.g. “less confident–more emphasis” → Accentuation).

As we encountered several instances of labels associated with stress (“strongly stressed–not stressed”), as well as with regularity of stress (“evenly stressed–unevenly stressed”, “even meter–disjoint meter”), but also those concerned with fluency (“fluent–stagnant”, “bumpy–smooth”, “fluent–disjoint”, “pause–no pause”). Accentuation was included and the categories Rhythm and Fluency were separated, although both seem to be somehow related (e.g. “stagnant”). And despite the rigorous and labour-intensive speaker selection process, a few labels refer to regional background (Accent). Tables II–IV present the number of antonyms mapped to each category, with the highest values marked in bold. Remarkable is the high number of labels used by the German participants related to Accentuation, Tempo, and Pronunciation compared to the Australian listeners. Labels for Vocal Effort, Rhythm, and Voice Quality, in contrast, are only mentioned infrequently. The high number of labels for speaker traits and speaker states were particularly helpful in interpreting the distribution of labels, e.g. the dimensions maturity and naturalness, as explained in the following dimension descriptions. The first line of each table reflects the positive or negative valence ratings of the labels, which are presented in the next section.

When interpreting the numbers in each category, consistency was also taken into account. For example, the labels “fast” and “slow” are consistently used, e.g., for the dimension calmness. However, they are not consistently used separating the extreme speakers for naturalness (i.e. “natural” and “unnatural” speakers are labelled as fast as well as slow), and are therefore not part of the character.

Table II. Number of labels in each category by dimension (male Germans). Highest values in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>calmness</th>
<th>factual</th>
<th>naturalness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonation</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accentsation</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timbre</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice quality</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal effort</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traits/States</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence (%)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Number of labels in each category by dimension (female Germans). Highest values in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>tension</th>
<th>positive timbre</th>
<th>maturity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonation</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accentsation</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timbre</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice quality</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal effort</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traits/States</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence (%)</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Number of labels in each category by dimension (male Australians). Highest values in bold. t&v: timbre&voice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>low pitch</th>
<th>t&amp;v</th>
<th>emotion</th>
<th>–</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonation</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accentsation</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tempo</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronunciation</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timbre</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice quality</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocal effort</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traits/States</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valence (%)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-01</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and not taken into account for the naming of these this dimension.

For each triple labelled the participants could also indicate if the label for the two similar stimuli or the third stimulus is considered as positive. To analyze these valence ratings the same 9, or 4, respectively, pairings of extreme stimuli are chosen for each dimension as for the naming of the dimension. For each possible pair between the four stimuli with the most positive dimension scores and the four stimuli with the most negative scores the ratings (either +1, 0, -1 from the viewpoint of the positive dimension scores) are summed up (please refer to Figure 2 for the selected stimuli). Therefore all stimuli are included in this analysis, however, ratings for the most extreme ones are more frequently taken into account. This sum reflects the difference between all positive and all negative evaluations and is given as percentage to all decisions for these 9 or 4 pairs, and subsequently is called valence (Tables II–IV).

The two German data sets reveal similar positive/negative evaluations: Over 80% (84–94) of the similarities taken into account are non-neutral compared to 61%–68% for the Australian data set. In consequence, valence is also higher for the German dimensions. Calmness and naturalness are considered positive, but factual is neutral. For female Germans, positive timbre and maturity have more positive evaluations, but tension is negative.

For the Australian speakers, 28% of all similarity ratings of the 4 pairs favour the speakers with high values on the proficiency-related unnamed dimension. The other dimensions exhibit low or non-existent valence differences.

6. Discussion

Qualitative methods are currently not as commonly used in voice analysis, as the required systematization process is inherently laborious and could easily take two more pages to describe. In the case of the Repertory Grid, such qualitative parts of the data are used to interpret the dissimilarities. This method does not generate a huge number of data points, but is considered necessary at this stage of research in order to elicit descriptors from the subjects. This objective has been reached. As a major result, meaningful perceptual dimensions have been found. Interpreting the labels provided by listeners failed only for one dimension (the 4th for the Australian data), while the valence rating supports the general findings. Here is a selection of labels (including German originals in brackets) for each dimension:

**German males:**
- calmness vs. activity (Gelassenheit–Aktivität)
  - slow, precise, stressed, clear (langsamer, präzise, betont, klar)
  - hectic, unsettled, fast (hektisch, unruhig, schnell)
- factual vs. emotional (sachlich–emotional)
  - non emphasized, monotonous, clear, precise, fluent, neutral, unexcited (unbetont, monotone/flach, klar, deutlich, flüssig, neutral, unaufgeregt)

**German females:**
- tension vs. relaxation (Anspannung–Entspannung)
  - high, clear, bright, shrill, odd, excited, annoying (hoch, klar, hell, scharf, kalt, schräg, aufgeregt, nervig)
  - low, dark, relaxed, calm (tief, dunkel, entspannt, ruhig)
- positive vs. negative Timbre (positive vs. negative Klangfarbe)
  - clear, bright, sonorous, warm (klar, hell, klangvoll, warm)
  - cold, dull, dark, coarse (kalt, dumpf, dunkel, rau)
- Maturity vs. Immaturity (Reife–Unreife)
  - vivacious, grown-up, mature, professional, serious, benevolent, fluent, clear (vital, erwachsen, reif, professionell, ernst, wohlwollend, flüssig, klar)
  - peculiar, childish, unprofessional, bumpy (affällig, kindlich, unprofessionell, holprig)

**Australian males:**
- Low vs. high pitch
  - low, dark (tief, dunkel)
  - cold, sharp, high (kalt, scharf, hoch)
- unremarkable vs. remarkable timbre&voice
  - smooth, clear, soft, clean, normal
  - hollow, heavy, rough, unclear, nasal, squeaking, scratchy
- emotion (low vs. high activity)
  - less energy, clear pronunciation, slow, sleepy, sad, calm, boring
  - energetic, fast, interested
- unnamed
  - warm, heavy, deep
  - even metre, more dynamic, motivated, serious, emphasized, interesting

Low pitch exhibits a strong descriptive character and refers to a basic attribute of voices. It might be related to only a few acoustic features like fundamental frequency and spectral centre of gravity. The other two relatively simple dimensions are calmness, which is predominantly related to Tempo and a proper Accentuation, and factual, for which normal versus overemphasized Accentuation are separated. However, all the other dimensions discussed here have to be considered as quite complex.

As finding reliable acoustic correlates for such concepts like tension [45] is still ongoing research, no acoustic analysis of these few and phonetically diverse stimuli will be
presented here. Instead, a questionnaire to describe speakers from a layman’s perspective will be revised include the identified dimensions in order to assess a proper amount of data for acoustic analysis. Positive timbre and remarkable timbre&voice, for example, comprise many different aspects such as “nasal”, “rough”, “warm” etc. Calmness, tension, maturity, naturalness, and emotion are described by labels from various categories, with tension and emotion apparently related to physiological speaker states.

There are similarities between the data sets of the two languages. Calmness (as opposed to activity), tension and also emotion are related, and naturalness and maturity both cover the aspect of proficiency. Also, some kind of timbre occurs in two data sets (German females and Australian males). Despite the unique naming of the dimensions to reflect the connotations perceived, such similarities provide additional evidence of perceptual dimensions related to aural/tension, timbre, and speaking proficiency.

Comparing these results with the pre-test conducted for other speakers, dimensions related to calmness and naturalness have been found as well.

Additionally, there are commonalities with most categories already found in the related studies presented in Table I. These are the categories of Pitch (low pitch), Intonation (factual), Timbre (timbre, timbre&voice), others (affectation) (emotion), as well as Tempo as expression of calmness. Other dimensions have to be considered as too complex for a one-to-one mapping to the categories: naturalness, proficiency, and especially tension.

We want to point out that this complex character of the dimensions and the frequent occurrence of speaker states and speaker traits cannot be considered as artefacts of inconsistent labelling by different participants. The label pairs provided give insight into the percepts of the listeners, indicating already complex and multifaceted descriptors which are not true antonyms anymore. Consider the examples of “low–bright”, “fuent–slow”, and “articulate–fast” for the simplest cases of a relation between Pitch and Timbre, Fluency and Tempo, or Pronunciation and Tempo. Other examples are even more interesting: “low toned–motivated”, “more emphasis–less confident”, “emotional–flat”, “light–aggressive”, “vibrating–smooth”, “relaxed–high”. Because of this, labels cannot always be divided into descriptive labels (“high”, “fast”, “shril”) and attributional labels (“awake”, “friendly”, “young”). In spite of contrary instructions, there are frequent occurrences of speaker states and speaker traits. Subsequently, many dimensions names are also related to traits and states (calmness, tension, emotion, maturity, maybe also naturalness). Only factual, low pitch, and the two timbre related dimensions refer to the perception of voice and speaking style.

As there is no definitely unique dimension for the German female speakers, no obvious gender effect is visible. This may of course change when applying cross-gender ratings or repeating this experiment. However, the two male studies evidently differ in the dimensions. A cross cultural experiment relying on identical stimuli might reveal, if for example the difference in importance of pronunciation is due to the set of speakers, listeners, or if it represents an actual cultural difference.

7. Conclusion

The procedure for finding speaker differences expressed in distances is attractive, as it does not bias participants due to the item labels. However, the process of naming dimensions with this procedure is much more challenging than using a questionnaire, as typically done [9, 24].

The non-expert listeners could apparently not refrain from making state or trait attributions instead of just describing voice and speaking style. Such a behaviour is not reflected in questionnaires with fixed scales. The consequence is a multifaceted character of the dimensions expressed by varying categories of labels, compared to the factual and descriptive dimensions found in the literature. Still, no absolutely new aspects are found. Instead, there is additional evidence for some of the dimensions, actually for most of the categories of dimensions as depicted in Table I. Nevertheless, the dimensions which were found in this study are more complex and abstract, and relate strongly to speaker states and speaker traits. For example, the categories Intonation, Rhythm, Voice Quality, and Vocal Effort are reflected in the dimensions found.

Therefore, the status of perceptual descriptors from experts and non-experts has to be considered as different, due to the top-down influence of person attributions evident in the non-experts. For the aim of precisely describing voice and articulation, only professionals should be recruited. One example application is the identification of acoustic correlates of voice qualities and timbre. Results from non-experts describing speakers’ voices and speaking styles on questionnaires specialized on phonetic details, however, should be treated with care. For such non-experts, a more abstract questionnaire should be applied instead, which covers aspects found in our data, such as tension, proficiency, or naturalness. If validly assessed, such concepts represent a stage in the cognitive processing are therefore important for studying the formation of voice-based attributions in ordinary people, as illustrated, e.g., with the Brunswikian lens model [1].

For its development, labels of the scales have been included and/or adjusted based on the labels used here by the participants. More importantly, a subsequently revised questionnaire [46] includes attributions regarding the dimensions found here; for example, “active-passive”, “emotional-neutral”, “interested-indifferent”, “matue-childish”, and “feminine-masculine” particularly addressing speaker characterization, but “tensed-relaxed”, “professional-ordinary”, “natural-unnatural”, and “pleasant timbre-unpleasant timbre” for voice descriptions. A preliminary validation resulted in the descriptive dimensions softness, fluency, activity, precision, darkness, and tempo [47]. With this questionnaire, the stability of the dimensions found here can be examined as follow-up work,
further validating the current state in perceptual dimensions.
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